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Abstract 

This classroom lesson is an investigation of how the intentional incorporation of visual arts has 

the potential to develop 12th grade English Language Arts students’ understanding of authorial 

choice as they read fiction texts. This essay presents an account of how students can be guided in 

attending to the element of setting in visual art pieces to invite them to consider authors as 

intentional makers of qualities and meanings in literary texts. Recommendations are offered to 

teachers about the sorts of moves in student responses, spoken and written, that evidence this 

developing understanding of authorial choice. 
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Using Visual Art to Teach Students to Perform as Informed Responders 

 As a teacher of literature, I have always been struck by the depth of my students’ 

responses when asked to analyze visual art. The seemingly innate ease with which they perform 

as art critics attending to the details of visual art exists as an enviable parallel to the ways I want 

them to perform as literary analysts when reading more traditional texts. But how can I guide 

them in seeing these performances as parallel? American educational philosopher Maxine 

Greene offers one possibility: 

Informed encounters with works of art are always new beginnings. When individuals are 

released to be personally present to paintings or poems or sonatas…informed viewers 

cannot but be moved beyond habitual ways of seeing (1986, p. 57, emphasis added).  

Greene’s call to curate informed encounters with art serves as a solution to a challenge I have 

been encountering with the high school English language arts students that I teach.  

A New Role: How to Guide Students in Recognizing Authors’ Choices 

Students who seemed unable to recognize literary texts as crafted from the deliberate 

choices of authors seemed to easily recognize visuals as the clear result of artists’ choices. 

Perhaps this is because of our high school’s comprehensive Arts pathway, wherein students learn 

to analyze and enact the multitude of choices artists make in their works. The Arts pathway 

culminates in a week-long Celebration of the Arts whereby the entire student body has the 

opportunity to peruse and respond to the artistic creations of their peers. Or perhaps it is a result 

of the increasing frequency with which students create and consume digital visual content across 

a multitude of social media platforms. My students’ struggle to take on the role of informed 

responders attending to authors’ choices made me worry that they would be unable to fully 

consider authors’ stylistic choices. This ability is not only a key component of the distinct 
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pleasures of reading literature (Wilhelm, Smith, & Fransen, 2014), it is also a requirement for 

college-level reading, a role most 12th-grade students will soon perform.  

In the 12th grade English language arts classroom where I teach, I decided to bring art in 

ways that would allow students to carefully consider the choices artists make and use that 

awareness as a performance model for approaching authors’ choices in literary texts. Further, I 

wanted students to be able to attend to this technical aspect (awareness of authorial choice) 

without diminishing their empathetic responses to literature.  

I teach in a suburban high school outside a large northeastern American city. The student 

racial breakdown is 84% White, 9% African American, 5% Asian, 1% Hispanic/Latino, and 1% 

Bi-Racial, American Indian, or Pacific Islander. In addition, 21% of students are free/reduced 

lunch eligible. Students from two 12th grade classes, one College Preparatory (24 students) and 

one Advanced Placement Literature and Composition (23 students), participated in the study as 

part of my classroom instruction. Students signed consent forms if they wished for their 

participation to be included in the classroom study. All participant names are pseudonyms.  

Theoretical Framework: Visual Literacy and Authorial Reading 

Using the tenets of visual literacy, I created a lesson for my students to enact a role they 

performed with ease in Art class and bring it to the English language arts stage. Visual literacy 

recognizes “the image as a constructed medium inscribed with multiple narratives that inform 

identity. Someone who is visually literate, then, would be capable of “reading” or understanding 

those meanings that are inscribed within, and are written by, images” (Gilbert, 2013, p. 89, 

emphasis added). It is this very constructedness of visuals that parallels the authored nature of 

text. 
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In considering the importance of students being able to recognize the authored nature of 

texts, the work Authorizing Readers, set up as a dialogue between literary theorist Peter 

Rabinowitz and English educator Michael Smith, was particularly fruitful. Rabinowitz asserts, 

“To read fiction, we must not only join the authorial audience…but also pretend to be members 

of the narrative audience” (1998, pp. 21-22). The authorial audience notes the author’s 

techniques, while the narrative audience views the characters, at least provisionally, as real and 

reacts to them as warranting empathetic notice. In this way, Rabinowitz provided the theoretical 

framework for approaching literary texts, but Smith’s chapter on “Playing by the Rules” gave me 

my pedagogical mission: “helping students to develop meaningful ways for reading particular 

kinds of texts” (1998, p. 87, emphasis in original). The lesson I enacted sought to help students 

realize that the ways they approach art can be useful for developing informed responses to 

literary texts.  

Although I want students to be attentive to authors’ choices, I do not want that 

attentiveness to come at the cost of empathetic interactions with the characters in literature. I 

want them to be able to read with authorial empathy; reading with authorial empathy allows for a 

balance between technical understanding of the authored nature of texts and empathetic 

engagement with characters (Brett, 2016). 

The Lesson: How Attending to Artists’ Choices Facilitates Authorial Reading 

 Because of my students’ innate savvy with attending to artists’ choices, I decided that 

setting as a literary device would be the focus for our lesson. The particular instructional 

approach that I used involves a series of visuals that feature women as the central subjects and 

calls on students to become informed responders by examining the setting in the visual art in 

order to draw inferences about the characters in ways that could potentially parallel the types of 
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inferential work that readers are called to do in considering authors’ choices of setting in 

literature. The visuals are listed in the Appendix and can be found online.  

Because various types of knowledge about a person are integrated to form an impression 

of that person (Kunda & Thagard, 1996), I wanted to minimize the individuation across subjects 

in the visuals to allow students to focus on the impact of setting on how we come to understand 

the characters. Following Kunda and Thagard (1996), the visuals were of White women to 

foreground their salient group membership and minimize individuating information to explore 

setting’s impact on impression formation.  

I wanted to guide students in thinking about how setting has the power to drastically 

shape understandings of character when the characters are all similar, blank slates. Teachers 

enacting this lesson can collaborate with their colleagues and students to select visuals that 

support the specific curricular goals of their unit of study. The lesson spanned four class periods: 

an in-class written response to a short story, a small-group analysis of visuals, a whole-class 

discussion of visuals, and an in-class written response to a second short story.  

The lesson had students working in small groups to view the visuals in a variety of ways 

(printed, on laptops, and projected onto a large screen) to grapple with the specific choices made 

by the artists. Each response had to analyze how the artist’s choice of setting impacted our 

understanding of the character. Students set to work scrutinizing the visuals with an awareness 

that setting may include anything from location, surroundings, clothing, and so on. The 

electronic handout of the pictures included space to answer the questions listed in the Appendix 

and invited students to craft their own questions to be answered during the whole-class 

discussion.  
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I was asking students to articulate how each choice the artist made regarding setting 

shaped their understanding of character. But do not mistake students’ focused attention for silent 

reading! Students were exploring the pictures on their laptops in the order of their choosing and 

closely reading the artists’ choices. For example, students took note of the way the table 

bifurcates the woman in Edward Hopper’s Automat and considered the empty chair that sits 

across from her. Students were shrieking when they noticed something the artist had included in 

the setting that drastically reframed their understanding of the character. For example, the first 

group to notice the man outside the window in Esther Bubley’s Nighthawke sent ripples of 

conversation to the other groups. Students were bursting into arguments about how to name each 

character based on her setting. For example, students christened the characters and were quick to 

argue how the etymology of the names they chose or allusions they made were the most effective 

for guiding our understanding of each subject.  

Students were laughing about how the addition of a certain prop or detail would radically 

transform the painting. For example, students articulated how changing the headdress or type of 

automobile in Tamara De Lempicka’s Mother Superior and Self-Portrait in the Green Bugatti, 

respectively, had the potential to alter our understanding of the character in myriad meaningful 

ways. Students were high-fiving when sharing a particularly cool backstory about the character 

spawned by the specifics of her setting. For example, the subject in Edouard Manet’s A Bar at 

the Folies-Bergere yielded so many inferential backstories of being at work when others are 

having fun so as to warrant an entire lesson using the visual as a creative writing prompt.  

But despite the high level of engagement and inferencing I witnessed as I circulated to 

probe and extend student thinking, I wondered: would all this explicit attention to the choices of 
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artists transfer to our analysis of authors’ choices in literary texts? Would their current 

performances as visual analysts transfer into their role as informed responders? 

It was my hope that unpacking the artists’ choices would serve as a model for 

scrutinizing fiction authors’ choices. In order to explore this transfer, I asked students to respond 

in writing to a short story by Ray Bradbury (1997) to see if the lesson impacted their 

attentiveness to authorial choice (specifically, his use of setting). This essay was paired with their 

writing on a different Bradbury story prior to the visual analysis lesson. I chose Bradbury stories 

of similar length and complexity to control for story and to work to isolate the lesson’s impact on 

how students responded to the prompt in terms of awareness of authors’ choices.  

The Rubric: Did the Performance Transfer to a New Stage? 

I read each essay looking for the quality of student analysis of setting and the extent to 

which the writing embodied a balanced reading attentive to the technical facets of an author’s 

choices without diminishing empathetic response to the characters. Table 1 offers a potential 

rubric template for scoring the essays; but I think it is important for teachers to develop an 

evaluation tool that works best with their students.  

Table 1 

 

Potential Template for Scoring Student Essays 

 

Overall Quality of Way Student Attends to 

Setting (as Facet of Authorial Choice) 

Sort/Type/Approach to Writing 

4 – Highly and Explicitly Attentive to Setting              4 – Sophisticated technical/empathy 

3 – Moderately Attentive to Setting 3 – Technical plus empathy 

2 – Seldom Attentive to Setting 2 – Purely technical 

1 – Not attentive to Setting 1 – Disengaged        

 

After reading a short story, students wrote a response to the following prompt: “We’ve 

been talking about ways of interpreting text with an awareness of author’s choices. Explain what 
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you thought and felt in reading this story. What did the author do to make you think and feel 

this?” I deliberately did not use a prompt that mimicked the questions students were asked during 

the art lesson because I wanted to see the extent to which student responses were a function of 

the instruction and not the prompt. To what extent would students take up the approach enacted 

in the visual art lessons without being explicitly called to do so by a writing prompt? The 

College Preparatory class used “I See You Never” (Bradbury, 1997) for the pre-test and “Sun 

and Shadow” (Bradbury, 1997) for the post-test, while the Advanced Placement class did the 

reverse. It was important for me to enact the lesson in both course levels to afford all my students 

the opportunity to benefit from the focused approach.  

Touchstones of a Nuanced Literary Reading Performance  

It makes sense that students’ attention to Bradbury’s choices in setting increased in both 

College Preparatory and Advanced Placement classes after engaging in the visual literacy lesson 

with that focus. But what was of greater pedagogical interest to me was the moves students made 

in discussing or writing about authors’ choices that teachers could use to assess students’ 

developing awareness of authorial choice.  

After the visual art lesson, I selected students from different performance levels to engage 

in stimulated-recall interviews about the moves they made in their essays. Students spoke of an 

increased awareness of the author as a creator with whom the reader is in communication. As CJ, 

a College Prep student, muses, “I realize that the way I feel about the characters is directly 

related to the environment the author puts them into.” Aliyah, an AP student, shares, “Everything 

means something. That is coming from a previously strong believer of ‘maybe the authors just 

wanted the character to be named that because he or she liked the name.’ No, there’s more to it.” 
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This awareness that there is “more to it” is the threshold I wanted my students to cross in their 

performance of informed responder.  

The strategic use of visual art in the English language arts classroom helped to facilitate 

several distinctive moves that indicate students are developing their understanding of authorial 

choice. I was able to discern the moves students made in their second essays that typified 

increased attention to authors’ choices while still reading with authorial empathy. In their writing 

pieces after the art lesson, students were more likely to directly name the literary author, employ 

the “if-move,” and demonstrate more sophisticated understandings of the role of setting in 

literature. 

Naming the author. M’Kai, a College Prep student shares, “Typically, I would analyze 

word choice and the plot, but not the setting. Now that I’ve been made aware of the setting and 

its importance, my thinking changed. At first, the crack was just a crack, but Bradbury chose to 

look at that crack to illustrate the imperfections of Ricardo’s home and community.” Here we see 

the sentence stem that acknowledges the author as the actor making a deliberate choice. M’Kai 

names the author in performing as a student who is aware of authorial choice. This naming of the 

author parallels the types of moves students made during the analysis of the visuals in the art 

lesson when they asserted that artists deliberately chose elements in the visual as a means of 

inviting viewers to consider certain interpretations of the character.  

Use of the “if-move.” In his second essay, College Prep student Kieran uses the word 

“if” twice. “Like if Mr. Ramirez was the husband of Mrs. O’Brian. If the author changed 

something, you would look at the story differently.” This syllogistic if-language indicates 

explicit awareness that authors have many choices, each with distinct consequences. The “if-

move” is a prominent utterance of students performing the role of authorially empathetic reader 
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because it reveals an awareness of authors’ aesthetic choices even as they engage empathetically 

with characters.  

In circulating through the small-group discussions of the visual art, I heard students 

engaging in creative inferential assertions that used the word “if.” Students repeatedly said things 

like, “Well if the artist had not put a book in her hand, then…” or “If the artist had put her in a 

different type of car, then we would have thought…” This if-language, so evident in the art 

lesson, manifested itself in the writing pieces that occurred after the lesson and showcases 

awareness that artists and authors make deliberate choices that have implications on the array of 

interpretations available to viewers of art and readers of literature. 

New understandings of setting in literature. Corey, a College Prep student, writes, 

“The author’s choice of describing the room…helped me get this idea…” which evidences a 

clear understanding of the author as aid, guide, clue-giver, and so on. In his reflection, he writes 

of the lesson, “It made me consider the setting almost as a character in the story. I now try to 

interpret the meaning of the setting and word choice from the author’s perspective.” The student 

is putting his thinking in direct conversation with the author’s. He even posits that setting can 

function on the level of character; this is quite a nuanced performance—one that would be highly 

lauded in a college-level English language arts classroom. 

Vineet, an AP student, evidences awareness that the author’s choice of setting actually 

provides the occasion for conflict. In his response to Ray Bradbury’s (1997) “Sun and Shadow,” 

he writes, “If the setting had been different, there might not have been any conflict. Ricardo is 

only upset because the model and the photographer are taking pictures of his home. If the setting 

had been elsewhere, Ricardo would have nothing to be upset about…he wouldn’t yell at a 

random photographer in a random location.” This close attention to literary setting paralleled the 
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sorts of conversations students had in response to one of the lesson’s questions: What would be 

changed about the character if you added, altered, or removed a certain facet of the setting? 

Again, we see key facets of a student’s performance as informed responder: the powerful “if- 

move,” awareness of authorial choice, and positing setting as having an integral connection to 

conflict in a story.  

Teacher Take-aways: Art as Text and Teaching Tool 

So how can we ensure students transport these strategies for performing as informed 

responders reading with authorial empathy? Current scholarship emphasizes the importance of 

teaching approaches to texts and strategies that can be named and transported to a wide variety of 

texts (Smith, Appleman, & Wilhelm, 2014). It is in that spirit that I share these three take-aways 

for teaching students the conventions of reading authorially with respect to setting: (1) 

Referencing the Author by Name / Employing the Author-Verb Sentence Construct; (2) Using 

the word “If” (syllogistic language indicates explicit awareness of choice); and (3) 

Conceptualizing Setting as Character, Source of Conflict, Etc. 

Key facets of the performance. In using visual art with my students, I now know that 

guiding them to refer to the author by name invites them to honor the author as a real entity 

making choices. This visual literacy lesson taught me to listen for moments when students 

perform as members of the authorial audience. When students say something like, “Well I think 

the author wanted us to think x,” they have recognized themselves as members of an authorial 

audience who can traffic in the conventional ways authors invite readers to come to understand 

their characters via setting. This type of response is in contrast to responses wherein students 

treat authors’ choices in literary texts as inevitable and say things like, “Well, that’s just the way 

it was” in response to invitations to consider why authors included a certain facet of setting. 
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Teachers can support this awareness that authors make choices by asking, “What types of things 

do you think the author is inviting us to think?” and “What choices in the text did the author 

make that make you think so?” 

Additionally, I celebrate the moments when students in small-group discussion say to 

each other, “Well if the artist had done this, then this would have happened” or “If the author had 

used this word in her description, then the impact would have shifted in this way.” When 

students use this “if-move,” they recognize that authors make choices—that authors could have 

chosen a different word, but the choice was deliberate and designed to elicit an array of 

responses. When students write argumentatively, the “if-move” can indicate their membership in 

a community that understands authors are making choices. 

Lastly, I now listen for moments when my students conceptualize a literary device like 

setting in new ways, such as when students in this lesson posited setting as a character or a vital 

ingredient in the author’s orchestration of conflict. I will continue to enjoy the distinct pleasure 

of learning from my students, but I also think we as teachers can be explicit in sharing some of 

these concepts. For example, I can explicitly ask students how setting in a particular scene, 

passage, or overall text functions as a character. For example, how do Toronto in Margaret 

Atwood’s Cat’s Eye, Dublin in James Joyce’s Dubliners, or Chicago in Richard Wright’s Native 

Son function as a character? Why wouldn’t these novels be as effective if set elsewhere? What 

do the settings of Thebes and Corinth represent for Oedipus in Sophocles’ work? Or the settings 

of Sweet Home and 124 for Sethe in Toni Morrison’s Beloved? When students are taught to blur 

the boundaries between the stages of their Art and English language arts courses, they may draw 

on their roles from one class and apply them to another.  
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Performing as readers. Through art-infused English language arts lessons, students can 

move from these macro-understandings of setting to more nuanced microanalyses. Why does 

Charlotte Bronte put Bertha in the attic and not the basement? Why do Shakespeare’s witches in 

Macbeth appear in thunder, lightning, and rain? By using visual art in the English language arts 

classroom, we can invite students to salvage a seemingly obvious literary device, that of setting, 

and restore it to its rightful place as one of the most critical facets of authorial choice.  

Drawing on visual art in the English language arts classroom can support teachers in 

engaging students with an array of special learning needs. Students can be taught that the same 

strategies that help them in approaching visual art can be enacted to analyze literary texts. The 

lesson’s structure also allows for teachers to make adaptations with students to alter the timeline, 

student groupings, required writing pieces, and so on. Future interdisciplinary collaboration 

among Art and English language arts teachers on teaching and research could yield powerful 

new understandings for the students we are tasked with challenging and supporting.  

Guiding students in the ELA classroom to view art as a text worthy of attention can 

facilitate and enrich their evolving understanding of authorial choice and the power of setting in 

literature. The art pieces used in this study helped the students that I teach gain a fuller awareness 

of the intentionality of authors, the constructed nature of text, and the social conventions of 

reading as members of the authorial audience. English teachers have been tasked with evaluating 

how students perform on assessments and tracking their performance over time, but it is time we 

use art to unpack the power of the multiple ways students perform the different roles of reader 

across disciplines. Embracing the parallel tenets of visual literacy and authorial reading allows 

ELA teachers to give students opportunities to expand their role repertoire and train their minds 

in ways of reading every type of text—within and beyond the classroom setting. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Visual Art Used in Lesson  

Francois Boucher’s Madame de Pompadour 

Edward Hopper’s Automat 

Esther Bubley’s Nighthawke 

Edward Keating’s Amarillo, TX 

Edouard Manet’s A Bar at the Folies-Bergere 

Seymour Joseph Guy’s An Interesting Book 

Tamara de Lempicka’s Mother Superior 

Tamara de Lempicka’s Self-Portrait in the Green Bugatti 
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Appendix 2 

Questions Used in Lesson  

What inferences can you make about each character based on the setting?  

Who is the person?  

What is her name?  

What emotion is she experiencing?  

What was her childhood like?  

How does she view herself?  

What does she enjoy, fear, and think?  

What time period does she exist in?  

What relationships does she have?  

What are the significant facets of the setting that directly construct our understanding of 

character?  

Why does the author of each piece include specific facets of the setting?  

What would be changed about the character if you added, altered, or removed a certain facet of 

the setting?  

Pose your own questions to the class. 
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